RANGER

 ## $$ #
LEVEL REQUIREMENTS

Personal Growth
1. Be in Grade 8 or its equivalent.
2. a. Develop your devotional life by studying
the Weekly Devotional Guide (weeks
40 – 52) and the book of John utilizing
printed or resources.
b. Journal your thoughts by asking
questions like:
“What did I learn about God?”
“What did I learn about Myself?”
“How can I apply this to my life today?”
“What in this text is meaningful to me?”
“What is the theme in the verses I read?”
You may journal through writing,
drawing, or electronic process.
3. a.4LTVYPaL[OL7H[OÄUKLY3H^
b. Illustrate your understanding of the
7H[OÄUKLY3H^PUHUPU[LYLZ[PUN^H`

1. 9VSLWSH`[OLZ[VY`VM[OL.VVK
Samaritan and think of ways you can
serve your neighbors and do three.
2. -\SÄSSYLX\PYLTLU[ZHUKVM
[OL-HTPS`3PML/VUVY
Advanced for Making Friends
1. *VTWSL[L,_WSVYLYYLX\PYLTLU[Z
2. *VTWSL[L[OL-HTPS`3PML/VUVY
if not previously earned.

Health and Fitness

1. Complete Ranger requirements.

1. 3LHYU[OL]HS\LVMKP]PULWV^LY YLZ[I`!
a. For 5 consecutive days, spend 8
minutes each day in a quiet spot (no
electronics, books or distractions) and
YLÅLJ[VU^H`Z.VKOHZ[V\JOLK`V\Y
life during the last 24 hours.
b. Share what you liked and didn’t like
about your quiet time with a friend or
your group.
c. 2LLWHZSLLWSVNMVYKH`Z
d. Find an article on how the lack of
sleep affects the body and make a
presentation about what you have
SLHYULK(YL`V\NL[[PUNLUV\NO
sleep?).
e. 9LHK[OLZL[L_[Z!,_!",a!"
0ZH! "4H[[! 
f. Discuss with your group, How
will I keep the Sabbath so it will
be a meaningful experience in my
relationship with God and impact
positively my physical health?

2. 9LHK3PZ[LU[V:[LWZ;V1LZ\Z.

2. ,HYU[OL-PYZ[(PK/VUVY

3. Study and discuss two of the
following life issues with your Ranger
NYV\WHUKHUHK\S[!.VZZPW3`PUN
Profanity, The Worldwide Web, STD’s.

3. Complete the Basic Water Safety OR
Beginner Swimming Honor, if not
previously earned.

4. 3LHYU[OLTLHUPUNVM[OL(@,TISLT

Spiritual Discovery
1. Participate in a Bible marking program
on the inspiration of the Bible.
2. Memorize the 10 Commandments in
,_VK\Z!
3. 9LHK[OL)HW[PZTHS=V^ZVM[OL
:L]LU[OKH`(K]LU[PZ[*O\YJOHUK
share why each of them is important.
4. Read ;OL7H[OÄUKLY:[VY` (current edition)
Advanced for Spiritual Discovery

Serving Others
1. -\SÄSSYLX\PYLTLU[ZHUKVM[OL
Serving Communities Honor.
2. -\SÄSSYLX\PYLTLU[ VM[OL:LY]PUN
Communities Honor.
Advanced for Serving Others
1. Complete Ranger requirements.
2. -\SÄSSYLX\PYLTLU[ VM[OL:LY]PUN
Communities Honor.



Making Friends

DIRECTOR’S GUIDE

Advanced for Health and Fitness
1. Complete Ranger requirements.
2. 7HY[PJPWH[LPUHSPMLZ[`SLÄ[ULZZWYVNYHT
for your age such as:
7YLZPKLU[»Z*OHSSLUNL(J[P]L
3PMLZ[`SL7YVNYHT
3P]L/LHS[O`)LYT\KH2PKZ
 or similar program

Nature Study
1. a. Read two articles from science that
relate to the laws of nature,
b. review the story of the Ten
Commandments,
c. WLYMVYTL_WLYPTLU[Z^OPJO
demonstrate the natural laws of God,
(e.g. law of gravity, law of magnetism).
2. Lichens/Shells Make an “eternal
garden” OR Collect and identify 15
different shells and tell where they
may be found.
Advanced for Nature Study
1. Complete Ranger requirements.
2. Insects/Wild Flowers
Collect and mount 15 species
of insects representing at least
six different orders OR Draw,
photograph, or collect pictures of
RPUKZVM^PSKÅV^LYZHUKPKLU[PM`
correctly.
3. Complete a nature honor not
WYL]PV\ZS`LHYULK:RPSSSL]LSVY

Outdoor Living
1. *VTWSL[LYLX\PYLTLU[Z IVM[OL
Hiking Honor.
2. ,HYU[OL*HTWPUN:RPSSZ0=/VUVY

Honor Enrichment
1. Complete one honor at your skill level, not
WYL]PV\ZS`LHYULKPU[OLHYLHVM(Y[Z 
*YHM[ZVY/V\ZLOVSK(Y[Z:RPSSSL]LSVY
2. Complete one honor at your skill level,
not previously earned, in the area of
9LJYLH[PVUHS=VJH[PVUHSVY6\[KVVY
0UK\Z[YPLZ:RPSSSL]LSVY

